Race for Ribbons!!!

Most Ribbons will be announced and awarded during our monthly SOM assemblies (Golden Ear will be announced during afternoon announcements following assembly). The class in each grade level with the most ribbons will earn an ice cream sundae party.

Teachers can display ribbons outside of their doors. Those in portables should display them in the windows near their doors. Mrs. Schroyer will keep a running graph of earned ribbons in the front hallway. The more a teacher “talks up” the ribbons, the harder the class will work for them.

1. Squeaky Clean

   Each month, faculty will use Class Dojo on the presenter in the cafeteria to track student behavior. Custodian can award up to 7 points. The grade level who scores the highest will win this ribbon!

2. Going Green Award

   Twice a week, students from the Gracie project weight the recycled trash in the grade level blue recycling cans. Whichever grade level recycles the most trash for the month receives a green ribbon.

3. Specials Class of the Month

   Each time students go to specials they earn a score of 0-5 for their behavior. These scores are tallied at the end of the month and the class with the lowest score in their grade level earns this ribbon and their class earns 15 minutes of recess during their special area times.

4. Golden Ear

   Classes that show the best listening behavior during assemblies will earn this ribbon!

5. Perfect Attendance

   Classes that had the most perfect attendance days the month prior.